
Findings
Creating a protocol to test something can be 
difficult but rewarding work. Do you think the 
engineers who created this protocol would find 
their work rewarding? Why or why not?
This is an individual question; however, 
students should realize that this protocol may be 
useful in choosing wood that won’t break as 
easily and may not cause as many MPFs. MPFs 
are dangerous because people can be hurt by 
flying bat pieces. Therefore, the engineers 
would find their work rewarding because they 
created a solution for reducing the amount of 
bat breakages as well as helping protect people 
from flying bat pieces. 

Think of a time when you created something. 
For example, it could be building a play fort 
with pillows and blankets, making a tree fort, or 
creating a town from building blocks or 
Legos®. Did you have to try different designs 
and then find the best one to create the play 
fort? Name two ways what you did was like 
being an engineer.
This is an individual question; however, 
students should realize that solving a problem 
and testing different solutions is a large part of 
engineering.  
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Introduction
In your own words, what problem were the 
engineers trying to solve?
The engineers wanted to figure out a way to test a 
wood species to see if it would be suitable for 
baseball bat manufacturing. The engineers 
wanted to create a test for wood that would help 
reduce the number of baseball bat breakages. 

Two types of breaks in a baseball bats are: an 
SPF or an MPF. Which break do you think is 
more serious? Why do you think this?
An MPF is potentially more serious because the 
bat breaks a part and pieces of the bat can fly out 
toward others. With an SPF, the bat breaks but 
stays in one piece. 

Methods
The engineers tested several different impact 
locations on the barrel of the bat. Why do you 
think they tested several different locations rather 
than just choosing one location?
Students should understand that batters will hit 
the ball at different locations along the bat. 
Different impact locations on the barrel of the bat 
may have different responses to the impact of the 
baseball. Therefore, testing multiple locations 
would give the engineers more information about 
the impact performance of the wood being tested. 

The engineers also tested different bat densities. 
Why do you think testing a high, medium, and 
low-density version of each bat would be 
important?
Different densities of the same bat may perform 
differently. Therefore, it would be necessary to 
test a range of densities to find the most suitable 
density for baseball bat manufacturing.
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Discussion
Engineers often use math and science to solve a 
problem. After reading this article, name some 
of the science and math topics that the engineers 
used to help them design a protocol for testing 
wood for baseball bat manufacturing.
A variety of answers to this question are 
possible. Here are a few ideas: The engineers 
had to do mathematical calculations to 
determine different densities. The engineers also 
used math for measurements of length, velocity, 
and speed. The engineers used science 
knowledge about the physics of hitting baseballs 
with baseball bats and pitching baseballs. The 
engineers also used science knowledge when 
gathering information about the types of trees 
and wood.  

Engineers need to be good problem solvers and 
critical thinkers. What other characteristics do 
you think would be helpful if you were an 
engineer? (Hint: After you brainstorm, take a 
look at our scientist cards to see a list of 
characteristics that scientists and engineers find 
helpful. You can find the cards at http://
www.naturalinquirer.org/scientists-v-92.html)
A variety of answers to this question is possible. 
However, some of the characteristics that the 
students may mention are determination, 
creativity, patience, persistence, knowledge, 
curiosity.
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